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DRUGEDUCATION

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich (HBJ), which
publishes the controversial reading series
Impressions through its Holt Rinehart and
Winston subsidiary, apparently has devised a
strategy to be used by schools that farx;opposition
from muerHs.
Congress's watchdog agency, the General
Office, recently released a report
(GAO/HRD-91-27)
to the Senate on the
of school-based drug education funded
under the Drug-Free Schools and Communities
Act of 1986. Since the passage of this act, $LI
billion has flowed to the states in the form of
grants.
Critics say the result of the federal spending
on drug education was summed up in two
words used on the cover of the report: "Impact
Unknown!'
The GAO concluded that "little is known
about the effectiveness of the vmious drug
edm:a[ioo prngrams or curricula in preventing
or reducing drug ~.nd alcohol abuse among
students. Program evaluations have provided
li.ttle usc:iul information on what

defense kit consists of 359 unnumbered
pages devoted to developing arguments in favor
of Impressions.A cover letter dated December
6, 1990 begins: "Dear Educator, This notebook
will help educate you about the challenges
being
made
against
Impressions."
The letter also warns recipients of the package
to "Please use the mformation in this notebook
with discretion."
HB.J's defense program not only gives
arguments for teachers to follow when challenged about the J;npressionsbooks, but also
suggests ways to ihwart parents who are concemed about the book Critics say Hiat this is an

•

orchestrated attempt by the publisher to squelch
any debate about the books.
The kit gives more than ten pages of
anonymous testimonials from teachers and
administrators in favor of Impressions.The kit
claims that "much research has been done to
support the effectiveness of the whole language
methodology" used in Impres.<:ions,
but fails to
give statistics on the effectiveness of whole
· language as compared to phonics. The kit
erroneously characterizes phonics as having
"controlled vocabulary and short, choppy
sentences."
The kit claims that "literature in Impressions
is quality literature." HBJ gives the following
characteristics as its criteria for quality literature:
"A balance of rural versus urban settings,
multicultural and multiracial diversity, female
and male protagonists, positive portrayals of
seniors, Canadian and International authors,

ts
men and women writers, classicand contemporary selections, positive portrayals of people
with disabilities, and a variety of genres."
The kit claims that the stories in Impressions
"are age appropriate," and cites as evidence the
fact that "Impressions fa used in districts in at
least 32 states in the U.S."
In response to complaints that. classics such

as Anne of Green Gables and Beauty and the
Beast have been rewritt.en by_Impressionsto
show more violence, the defense kit admits that
the series' versions of the stories are different,
but claims that there is "not a single, correct
version of a folk fairy tale." However, Anne of
Green Gables is not a fairy tale but a novel
written by L M. Montgomery in 1908.
Parents often complain that many Impressions
stories are much too scary for elementary
school children. The HBJ defense kit argues

Continuedon page 4
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reduces studenit dn..g or alcohol use.''
rvfore than a biHion dollars have been sent io
the natioo's public schools earmarked for the
purpose c:idrug pre,;ent10n. The
Free Schools and Communities Act reqmres
.
schools to teach that "the use of illicit
drugs 1.mctthe unlawful possession and use of
federal
alcohol is ,vrong," or risk losing

fe11s

i'"n innovativr:r,itv;; Jersey f;rogrnm u1~Mgwc:u
tc encourage h1-g}([L•achieviri.g
student.s to t:each

an

in Cbesiate-'sf'uhlit.~s·choolsj2, fH)V✓ nuder <1ttack
because many of the students cannot
The Governor's Teacher Scholarn program,
which was originated by Governor Thomas
gives forgivable coHege loans to students
funds.
enrolled
in the program if they teach in New
The GAO report lists 21 classroom drug
schools
for a number of years. Established
Jersey
curricula commonly used in public schools
in 1986, the program allmvs studeuts to attend
today. Most drug education programs present
the student with a process of "decision-malrJ.ng" any college of their choice, and many of the
students enrolled in pricey Ivy League colleges.
based on "nonjudgmen1al information" and
considering the "alternatives." Although a The program is very selective in that potential
couple of courses talk vaguely about "refusal candidates have to have a minimum combined
score of 1,200 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
skins," not a single course listed in the GAO
(SAT). The state's average SAT score is less
report is described as stating that illegal drugs
than 900.
are w:rong, or that the student may not
The first 94 teacher scholars enrolled in the
consider the "alternative" of using illegal drugso
program graduated this year, but only 43 were
The GAO report describes a drug education
able to find public school teaching jobs in New
course caned "Me-ology." It has 6th grade
Jersey. The rest are now required to pay back
students spend 17 hours of classtime "choosing
actions that conform to personal beliefs after their college loanso Next year, 160 teacher
considering alternative choices." Critics say this scholars will graduate and enter the job market.
means that alternative choices are presented to By 1994, over 700 teacher scholars will have to
the child without telling him that any one is find public school teaching positions or be
right or wwng; then he can choose whatever he forced to pay back their loanso
In addition, the state's loans were set at 12
wants according to his own "personal beliefs."
Critics claim that there is nothing to prevent the percent, an unusually high interest rate, in order
to discourage students from refusing to teach
child from choosing cocaine as the alternative
after graduating. Most student loans have
that conforms to his personal beliefs.
single-digit interest rates. A student who received
The GAO descriptions of the 21 drug cur$30,000 in state loan money from the program
ricula show that most of the courses spend most
of their dass time playing psychological games will have to pay back $68,000 over the next ten
under the rubric of "enhancing students' self- years.
The students enrolled in the Governor's
awareness and sell~esteem!'
The Detroit school district used aH of its Teacher Scholars program are having problems
finding jobs because, not only did the state
Drug-Free Schoois fonds to buy a controversial
misjudge the need for new teachers, but the
course called the "Michigan Model" and train
state did not inform students that it vvould be
teachers in its use. Only one ofits W segments
pertains to drugs; the rest of it is on such items as difficult to find a job without a degree in
educationo Many of the teacher scholars in the
safety, first aid, nutrition, personal health, and
program majored in liberal arts under the
sex.
Likewise, the GAO found that the Los assumption that they would be able to receive
an alternative teaching certificate. New Jersey
Angeles school district used its Drug-Free
Schools funds to purchase "Second Step." This is the only state in the nation to offer such a
certificate, but many school districts, especially
Continuedon page 2
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Tom Kean
those in the southern part of the state, will not
hire anyone who does not have a degree in
education.
Some school districts feel that hiring someone
with alternative certification credentials i.stoo
much work, since the state requests that the
schools give alternatively certified teachers a
mentor to work with them. However, other
New Jersey school districts have aggressively
pursued hiring those with alternative certification credentials. Some state school districts
have also had to make budget cutbacks on
teacher hiring. Because of all these factors, the
state is actually moving towards having a
teacher surplusoThe average New Jersey teacher
earned $36,030 in 1989-90.
Ann Hansen, the state's administrator of the
program, admits that it is not going as planned.
"We are still accepting applications for the
"but we're not hopeful they
loans," she
wiH continue." Governor Jim Florio's administration has not allocated any funding for the
program, despite hundreds of high school
graduates applying for it Hansen also said that
the state was attempting to stir up interest in
schools to hire graduates of the program, but
noted that "There is nothing we can do to force
districts to hire them."
Recent graduates of the program are angry
over the way the state has handled the
Governor's Teacher Scholars program. Martin

9\rouldh,;-veto repay th,;.t
have applied to the progrnm.'' In a letter to the
state school board, he charged the program as
being ''poorly conceived and grossly unfair.''
Malague applied for 55 teaching po3itions after
graduating but was unable to find a single Job,
MaJague majored in history and government in
college but was not told by the state that his
majors would be detrimental to finding a job.
Students enroHed in the program say that
they never would have been able to afford
expensive private colleges if it weren't for the
teacher scholar program. Now they are forced
tu pay back tuition which is far beyond their
financial capabilitieso
For now, the state of New Jersey has agreed
to defer the student loans for one year. :But
graduates of the program say that this is only a
temporary stopgap which wiU not do anything
to give them teaching jobs. The state is also
considering adding a provision to the program
allowing graduates to teach in private schools.
Fonner Governor Thomas Kean, the architect of the Governor's Teacher Scholars Program, said he was "disappointed" to hear that
graduates of the program are having a hard time
finding jobs, since he has "always believed the
rewards are great" in hiring an alternatively
certified teacher. He said the program was
designed "to bring very bright teachers into the
system" and suggested that state officials should
"go out of their way to find these people jobs."
Kean said that it was imperative for the state
to give the program's participants "a positive
enough experience to decide on teaching as a
career." He suggested that if there weren't
enough public school teaching jobs available,
students should be able to pay back their loans
by either teaching in private schools or working
with young people in other ways, such as with a
Boys or Girls Club. "I just can't believe," Kean
said, "that a state with seven to eight million
people cannot find jobs for five to six hundred
graduates who want to work with children."11
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Harvard's graduate school of edu"
cation has siarted the country's first
pmgrrun aimed 2t training school
administrators how to be effective
urban schooi superintendents.The 3year program has so far attractedten
students who are learninghow to deal
with crisis mana.gement and social
problemsfacingadministrators
in urban
areas, John Porter, Detroit's retiring
superintendent,criticizes'i:heprogram,
sayingthatthere is "no answer" to these
social dilemmas. "The fundamental
issue," he says, "is that the right conditions in cities to educate children
don't e:idst."

People for the Ethical Tn~atment of
Animals (PETA), has launched. a
national effort to stop the dissection
of animals hIDthe public schools,
saying that dim,edion is ,umecessary
and inhumane. The animal-rights
organizationhasdistributed
information
packets against dissectionin order to
enoomage schoolboardsto completely
ban the practice. PETA opposes any
use of animals by humans, even the
eating of cheese and eggs.
Teachers who joined in a receni:
'l.eUer-wdting campaign to ~sk
Governor John Ashcroft for n:ma-e
educa1ion funds flunked badly. The
Govemor showed reporters the letters,
which contained numerous spelling,
grammar, and punctuation errors.
Severalof the lettersmisspelled"Governor" as "Govenm" and one letter
asked, "Don't leave us with a legacy of
mediocricy [sic] in education!'

The Oldahoma State Board of Education recently approved sweeping
changes for the state's 593 public
school distrkts. The new policies
include mandatory kindergarten, early
childhood programs for 4-year-olds,
and the limiting of elementary school
class size to 20 students.
A Baltimore elementary school has
started a p:rogram aimed at increasing
educational opportunities for young
black ma.I.es. Matthew Henson Elementary School has begun experimenting with classes segregated by race and
gender. Proponents of the school's pro-

gram feel that teaching young black
males together and giving them role
models will increase their chances of
succeedingii1school.Critics of the plan
fear that it will lead to resegregationof

the public schools.
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The Colorado House recently passed a bin
requiringall high-school students to read and
pass ~- test on the U.S. Constitution, the
Federalist Papers, and the Declaration of
Independencebefore they can grnduate.The
bill is cuHently being debated in the state's
Senate_
State Senator Torn Ratteree,who sponsored
the legislation,said that the measure is necessary
because '•it's important that we know who we
are and wha1 we are and how we got there,"
The senator said he has been "delighted with
the response" of people's reactions about the
bin and said he has received cards and letters
from iiround the country in praise of the bill.
Jayne Schindler,a Colorado parent, praised
the legislation, saying, "Schools should teach
students about An1erica'sfounding documents,"
She commented that, after watching the
Congressional debale about using force in the
Persian Gulf, people "realize how vitally
Rep, Tom Ratteree
important knovvinghistoryis,"
universities that have instituted codes prohibitIn other news, US, Congressman Tom ing freedom of speech. The language in the
Delay (R-TX) is submittinga bill called the proposed bill states that federal funding "too
"Freedom of Speech on Campus Act of 1991." often subsidizes the ~m,nrPc~,nn of unpopular
The bill would cut off federal aid to collegesand viewpoints on campus."
More than 175
free-speech codes in the
two years in an
effort to curb so-called racism and sexism.
Critics
that these codes prohibit students
fromtspousing --:1,',;:,".,I",i-.>:G.,~
1 u,u;, ,,;;;.,, viewpoints
and amount to a new "McCarthyism."
Ill

Supreme Court
lleviews t'ray·er
t Graduation

The U.S. Supreme Court is expected to
decide this spring whether prayer at public
school graduation ceremonies violates the First
An1endment Lee Ji. f.Veisnumconcernsa cont1oversy in Providence, Rhode Island over an
invocation said at the 1989 Nathan Bishop
Middle School graduation.
Daniel Weisman, father of graduating student
Deborah Weisman, sued the school in federal
district court, charging that any invocation or
benediction at a graduation ceremony violates
the Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment. A permanent injunction against
any such prayer was upheld on a two-to-one
vote by the First Circuit Court of Appeals,
Both the federal district and appellate courts
favoring the plaintiff chose not to follow the
precedent set by Stein v. PlianwellCommunity
Schools (1987), in which the Sixth Circuit
court ruled that invocations at graduations are
not necessarily unconstitutional. Although the
Supreme Court ruled in 1983 that state legislatures may open each day's session with a paid
chaplain reciting a prayer, the First Circuit
decided that "the unique situation of legislative
prayer" does not apply to the use of similar
prayers at school graduations,
In a friend-of-the-court brief supporting the
school, the U.S. Department of Justice asked
the court to rule that prayer at graduation
ceremonies is constitutional. "History suggests
that listening to a religious invocation at a civic
ceremony-wasseen not as an establishment of
religion by the government but, on the contrary,
as an expression of civic tolerance and accommodation to all citizens," the brief states.
The Justice Departmentbrief also argued
that it "did not believe" that prayersat "graduation ceremonies pose a risk of coercion."
"Such ceremonies typically occur but once a
year," the brief said, "They are addressed not to
childrenalone but to families as a whole which
are a natural bulwark against any coercion!'
Writers of the brief noted that the U.S.
Supreme Court itself begins each day's session
with the invocation "God save the United
Ill
States and this honorable court."

~

ISCUSS

New Book for
Parents Released
This book from the Rutherford Institute is
a comprehensive guidefor parents to follow
in protecting their children's First Amendment rights to freedom of religion in the
public schools, Written by Rutherford Institute founder John Whitehead, the book
contains legal information on such issues as
the Equal Access Act, graduationprayers,
religious holidays, and parental rights.This
valuable resource guidecan be ordered for
$11.95 from the Rutherford Institute, P,O.
Box 7482, Charlottesville, VA 22906, or
can 804-978-3888.
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The Constitutional Coalition's second annual
Educational Policy Conference was held in St.
Louis, Missouri on March 8 and 9. Over 175
people with expertise in education attended.
Congressman Philip Crane (R-IL), the keynote speaker, said the fedeial government is
"the problem, not the solution" to the nation's
educational crisis. Author Samuel Blumenfeld
spoke on the censorship of phonics from most
elementary school reading classesand called for
a reevaluation of the "whole language" method
of reading.
Psychologist William Coulson spoke twice
at the conference on "value-free" education
courses and their extensive use in the nation's
public schools. Author and lawyer Phyllis
Schlafly explained the four "buzzwords" that
have been used to frustrate parents' rights:
"censorship" (to protect the Impressionsreaders
from criticism), "AIDS" (to justify explicit sex
education in early elementary grades), "decision
making" (to justify non-judgmentaldrug eduCfltion), and "self-esteem;, (to justify psychological and pseudo•re1.igious
courses including
New Age practices),
Education experts also spoke at seven panel
discussionsheld at the conference.Missourians
discussed that state's controversial programs,
while speakers from Kentucky, Indiana,
Arkansas and Nebraska also spoke about their
own state's education goals. Conference
organizerDonna He3rne discussedthe national
goalsin education, which Piesident Bushvowed
for the nation to implement by the year 2000,
Another panel discussion revealed who is
"behind the scenesin education." Other sessions
presented informationon the CarnegieCorporation and the National Assessment of Educational Progress. School accountability and
testing problems were reviewed. In a panel
discussion on "What to Do" in education
activism,lecturers spoke on how parents can

e
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elect school board members, lobby their legislators, help select textbooks, start parents' rights
groups, and
about school choice,
Other topics discussed at the conference
included environmental education, New Age
education, the '"''''"""~""' curriculum, multiculturalism, and political correctness, Washington University professor David Menton
discussedthe ongoing debate between evolution
and creationism.
Ending the conference with a speech on
public school textbooks, author David Barton
called for a return to teaching both traditional
values and religious history in the public
schools.
t.11

Cassettesof eachof thespeechesare available
at $7.00 each The totalcost of all the speeches

is $98,00. Send check to: ACTS, Inc,, 14153
Clayton Rd, Ballwin, MO 63011.

Drug

Continuedfrom page 1

program "does not specificaHymention drugs
or alcohol, but covers empathy training, impulse
control, and anger management"
The Cleveland school district used its funds
to buy "Children Are People," a program that
addresses drug and alcohol abuse in only 5 of
30 lessons. The other 25 lessons are spent on
such topics as "self-image,decision-making,
and family dynamics,"The Cleveland course
does not teach teenagers that the use of alcohol
is wrong; instead it teaches what it calls the
"responsible" use of alcohol, even though
federal law explicitly requires schools to teach
that the unlawful use of alcohol is wrong,
The GAO report states that "Districtsand
states should be held accountable for conducting
the most effectiveprograms possible."However,
after a year's investigation, the 29-page GAO
report does not show that the expenditure of $1
billionproduced an "effective" program.
II
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By Shidey Scoville

and emotions than with providing them a basic
education.
Most of us would get terribly upset if we
Faced with this same problem across the
were requiredagainst our vvishesto divulge our nation, parents,PTA officials and others have
personal attitudes,habits,opinimw,beliefs and raised "a tremendous publicoutcry"which has
feelings. Likewise,we would object to submit- resulted in a federal law, the Protection of Pupil
ing to any methods designed to effect changes in Rights Amendment. As U.S, Senator Orrin
our behaviors, emotions or attitudes or to have Hatch stated, the law's intent is simply to
our medical information scrutinized without
require that "before any elementary or seconconsent Why? I venture to guess that the dary age child is subjected to psychiatric,
majority of us value our right to privacy and the behavior probing or other nonscholastic and
right to direct our lives as we see fit
nonaptitude testing, there must first be obtained
the written consent of the respective child's
parentor guardian."
Unfortunately, in spite of this federal law,
your children and mine in the Boulder Valley
School District are subjected to invasions of
privacy, psychological, behavioral and attitudi~
nal probing and manipulation and to medical
scrutiny by nonmedical personnel without prior
written parental consent. For example:
1) AH BVSD parents were informed that
their children would be taking the California
Achievement Tests last spdng. However,
parents, including those at Birch Elementary
and Broomfield Heights Middle School where
my children go, were not informed, much less
asked, about their children taking the district's
Student Attitude Inventory.
Students were required to report their attitudes, habits, opinions and feelings to the school
with their names on the responses. The inventory
questioned: "Do you usually go along with
suggestions by your friends even when it would
be best if you didn't; Do you like some people
better than others; Are students given too much
freedom in how they spend their time when
they are not in classes; etc.?" The district cans
Our childrnn hold similar feelings and rights questioning students in this manner part of
that have been denied them and abused in the "building assessment"
2) At Birch Elementary this past year, a
Boulder Valley Public Schools. This problem
has arisen because our schools have become teacher gave "writing assignments" that elicited
more concerned with children's attitudes, beliefs information about the children's personal lives

''Most
us in the
Boulder Valley
School District value
our right to privacy
and the right to
direct our lives
we see fit Our
children feel the
same and deserve
serious respect.. The
Protection of Pupil
Rights Amendment
is not enough,,''
C5ZZ
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By Bradley Steffens
No newspaper in the country would print the
unexpurgated lyrics to "As Nasty as They
Wanna Be" any more than it would have
printed the transcripts of the Watergate tapes
without the expletives deleted. Why not?
Because children 18 and younger enjoy ready
access to the daily paper.
Accordingly, we adults choose to restrict
what they find there. To those of us who
support this choice, it is not anti-democratic,
totalitarian or fascist. It's part of life in an open
society. We take it in stlide.
Similarly, I was not unduly upset when my
book, The San Francisco Earthquake, was
banned from my children's elementary school
simply because it contained the word brothelin
its description of the old Barbary Coast district
! disagreed with what the librarian chose to
censor, but not with her rightto do so. I believe
my own son and daughter are equipped to
handle the word in context, but Xalso know that
they are not prepared to handle the material in,
say, Screw magazine.I appreciatethe librarian's
effort to maintain a collection appropriate for
the age group she serves.
The jurors in F1orida who convicted the Ft
Lauderdale record store owner of obscenity
have chosen to restrict which records are
available not only to children but also to adults.
I have not seen the transcript from that 2 Live
Crew case. I do not know what instructions the
jurors received from the judge. But I have a
strong hunch about the motives of the Florida
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jurors who voted guilty, Whether they stated it
explicitly or not, they were probably acting on
behalf of their community's children, who
form, after all, the primary market for the 2 Live
Crew album. One of the first arrests involving
the 2 Live Crew album was of a 19-year-old
who sold "As Nasty as They Wanna Be" to an
11-year-old.
The decision of the Florida jurors may not
have been good law, but neither was it the act of
political terrorism that anti-censorship activists
make it out to be. Even if the jurors were acting
to protect the adults in their community, they
were not out of Hne. Ours is not a society
without limits, V·✓ e are free to restrict the sale of
published material. We do so routinely, though
you could hardly tell from the rhetoric of the
anti-censorship activists,
In article after article, leaders of the anticensorshipmovement rely on scare tactics to

incite a mindlessindignationabout the supposed
threat posed by community censors. Almost
activists employ
without fail,the anti-censorship
the hoari'.est propagandatechniqueof all, the
"slippery slope" argument, to further theh
cause. The argument usually goes something
like this: "If we allow the censorship of 2 Live
Crew, the next thingyou know the censors will
limit the expression of Madonna, then Springsteen, then Paul Simon, and, eventually all of
us!" The absurdity of this notion deserves a
response.

First of an, the reasoning is illogical. Action
taken in one instance does not predetermine
action to be taken in another. The censorship of

3

Such medical questioning without parental
knowledge and consent is wrong! To direct our
children to contact a privateinterest without
their parents' knm~rledge and approvalviolates
our basic rightsand isan inappropriate influence
of a commercial establishment in om public
schools.
The teacher probed deeper for information
about the parents: "My mother (father)has a
hard time ...; It annoys my parents when L;
Explain six examples of disagreements with
parents; My parents spend their money on ...;

etc."
4) The district's outdoor education program
deviates from basic education, too, because it
"is a means of assisting students in developing
an attitude of .... " The point is not whether you
agree with the "correct" attitude; the point is
that basic education should not target children's
attitudes for change at all. Do students fail if
they won't embrace the "correct" attitudes?
Could this attitude indoctrination replace basic
education in other areas too, such as social
studies and sex education?
Most of us in the Boulder Valley School
District value our right to privacy and the right
to direct our lives as we see fit Our children feel
the same and deserve serious respect The
Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment is not
enough.
Other schools in the state have experienced
similar problems. In response, the Colorado
General Assembly enacted a new law. It
requires school boards to adopt policies addressing psychiatric and psychological invasions and
requires boards to provide opportunities for
parental and community input
I implore our elected officials, our school
board, to adopt strong policies that uphold our
children's rights and provide them much needed
respect!
II

without informing or asking parents. Assignments were not graded and the vast majority
never made it home for parents to see.
Using sentence starters completed by one
sentence, a paragraph, and later, discussion, the
teacher probed into the children's personal lives
by asking them: "I know the difference between
right and wrong by ...; I was very frightened
when
· The most trouble I ever got into
was, ..; IH could change one
about
I would change ...; My home
etc."
3) Under educational guise again, a Broomfield Heights Middle School teacher assigned
students to diagram their family medical history
back four generations and for the girls to report:
"My menstrual period has ceased or become
irregular due to no known medical reasons."
Further, aHstudents were required to answer
an extensive medical test on eating disorders. If
scored below 45, students were directed to
more information about anorexia i:md
bulimia and to "contact Boulder Memorial
Hospital Eating Disorders Program" for "a free
Shirley Scoville is a concernedparent in the
confidential assessment with no obligation
Boulder ValleySchool District in Colorado,
necessary. Simply call to set up an appointment"
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2 Live Crew will not lead directly and inevitably newspapers and goes from there. Artists and
to the censorship of Paul Simon or anyone else. pornographers hate to admit this, however,
To suggest that it will is deception, pure and probably because it makes them look less
important than they believe they are.
What is worst about the slippery slope
argument in this case is the implied message it
gives to us as a people. It suggests that we are
somehow very, very close to losing our most
basic human rights. It implies that the only
thing keeping us from losing our freedom is the
diligence of our self-appointed protectors.
To believe this line of thinking, one must
accept the not:ion that some sinister force is
poised to wrest our freedom from us. What is
this force? Who is behind it?
Judging from the Florida case, it must be we
ourselves, of course, the American people,
working through our legislators, our courts, our
judges and jurors. We who have children to
We who have fought and died for our
country. We whose ancestors suffered all kinds
of hardship just to come to this land, We want
to
ourselves of our own freedom!
idea - which is the foundation of the
anti-censorship movement - is a He. Those
who promote it should be ashamed. Those who
hear it should reject it without guilt and without
fear. We are a good people, a fair people. We
are not absurdly self-destructive. We must not
Second, the argument is historical nonsense. believe otherwise.
II
Never has a government established totalitarian
Bradley Steffens is the author of sixjuvenile
control over the press incrementally, beginning non-fictionbooks, includingThe Printing Press,
with sexually explicit material and proceeding 40 published poems, and ten one-act plays
to the daily press. If a government wants to end which have been produced by professional or
the freedom of the press it starts with the college theaters.

simple.

''If a government
wants to end the
f1·eedom of the press it
starts with the
newspapers and goes
from thereeArtists and
pornographers hate to
admit this, however,
bly because it
n1akesthem look less
ilnportant than they
believe they are~''
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what do the schoo!s actually teach.Parents who

alifornia Schoc1IBoards Assn.
resents i\11ti-P,arentStrategy
A presentation at the California School
Boards Association's annual meeting called for
schools to organize against parentaltextbook
challenges. In a speech called "Textbooks
Under Siege: The Need for Quality Selection
Procedures," two school administrators spoke
on the need to protect schools from parental

can examine them in the evenings.
A packet distributed to attendees at the

conference in duded a California PT A flier
peruse this book win be happy to learn that
entitled "Guidelines for Handling Extremists."
there are stiH colleges that provide a solid liberal
The California PT A suggestedthat its leaders
The National Review CoUege Guide: arts curriculum geared to the dassics instead of
"be informed" and "knov;r extremists' 'buzz'
America's 50 Top Liberal Arts Schools by to the latest academic fads.
words"
in order to "stop censorshipbefore it
Charles Sykes and Brad Miner, Wolgemuth
A word of caution - this book is not for
influence.
.
starts."
The
flier also suggests that PTA leaders
& Hyatt, 1991.
everyone. ff you can't afford to
between
The two speakers were Marilys Tognetti, "be suspicious" of any who oppose their beliefs
For years parents who still believe in tra- ten and twenty thousand dollars a year on your
ditional values have asked for a guide to the child's education, but your income is still director of instruction for the Dixon Unified and use PTA parliamentary rules of procedure
nation's colleges. Finally, such a guide has been considered too high for your child to receive School District, which has retained the Im- to squelch any disser1t
pressions series in defiance of parental
Another flier distributed by the California
pubished by the conservative journal National financial
then this book will not help your
objections,
and
Eloise
Priess,
assistant
superSchool
Boards Assocfatiorr was originally
Review. Charles Sykes, author of two excellent college search, If your coHege-botm.d child is
in
the
Turlock
School
District
Tognetti
printed
by
the National School Boards Assoc:iintendent
books about colleges, ProjScam and The Hollow planning on majoring in science, engineering,
complained
that
"many,
many
frightened,
conation.
H
identifies
60 "targets" of dissent among
Men, has teamed up with National Review's or business, this book has little of relevance.
fused parents have been given a lot of mis- parents regarding school cunicula. The flier
literary editor Brad Miner to compile this list
Nor 'Nill it help those who want to attend a large
The book's list of recommended colleges is school. But if you're the type of parent who can information about the curricula" by groups singles out Mel and Norma Gabler and other
quite surprising. Only one Ivy League uni- afford to send your child to a school with Ivy such as Concerned Women for America, Focus conservative organi.:.ations for schoolbook
on the Family, Mel and Norma Gabler, and censorship but mentions leftv1ing protests
versity, Columbia, and only one public college, League-like expenses, then you should
this
Eagle Forum.
against textbooks only in passing. Of the 60
the College of William and Mary, make the list. book a read,
Tognetti
and
Priess
advised
schools
not
to
most common complaints listed about textOnly one school on the list, Brigham Young
honor
form
letter
complaints
about
any
curricular
books,
only two listed could be identified as
University, has more than 10,000 students.
material.
They
also
said
school
administrators
coming
from a leftward perspective.
Many schools on the list are Christian, but not
should not "'jerk books off the shelf just because
"Holy Wars in Education," an article from
as many as one might expect.
somebody complains about them." Tognetti Educational Leadership magazine, claims that
Some of the schools listed in the book, such
proudly stated that, in addition to Impressions, parents'rights organizatfons "seek 10bypass the
as Thomas Aquinas, Hillsdale, and St John's,
her school system also uses Quest Odyssey of democrnlic process." The article claims that
are already familiar to NationalReview readers
the Mind, Discovery, and Here's Looking at secular humanism is merely "neutrality"and
because of their adve11isementsin the magazine.
You 2000.
charges that "an examination of NEA resoOthers, including Notre Dame, Boston UniIn
one
concession
to
parent's
rights,
Tognetti
lutions dnes not reveal any of the anti-Christian
versity, and William and Mary, have longurged her audience of school board men1bers to bias" which they are accused of. The article also
standing national reputations. But the majority
see that challenged mnterials are made available reveals, however, tl.w,ta report by the Associof ihe schools on the list are normally overfor inspection."And if I WeH: to do it again,I ation of Supervisionand Cu:mculum Developlooked by other college guides.This book gives
would
also put the materiaJs on displayat your ment "acknowledgesthe dearth of religious
inside information on colleges such as Hope,
local public library"so that employedparents inform:ition in texts a;1d chwsrooms,"
B
and Calvin - which
Claremont ~A:cKenna,
,nay r,ot hr:.v~the farne of H2n 1 :1rd,b1.1'fwhich
th,~authors befa,v,3prnvide better education.
Other colleges mentioned iJ:1
tlle hook include
INTTIODUCTION
BY
the University of Dallas, where students spend
!ij
William
E
Buddey
Jr.
their sophomore year in Rome; HampdenSydney, one of the few all-male colleges left in
the country;and Pepperdine in Malibu, California, where the school combines "sand, surf
Many hope that NationalReview win publish
An article in the February edition of the challenges to the curriculum and the backbone
and substance." Parents who want their children a "sequel" to this college guide focusing on American SchoolBoardJournal sharply attacks to stick with them" and suggests that school
to attend a school rich in tradition might want public colleges and universities, since that is parents' efforts to improve t-he public schools.
boards develop "rock-solid policies" to prevent
to consider The Universityof the South, where where the majority of college students go. It "Book Battles," by Donna Harrington-Lueker,
..,u.,..,,'""" inl:1uence over the schools. Edward
professors teach in academic gowns and students would be helpful to provide parents and students calls parents "censors" and "extremists" and
Jenkinson, a "censorship
in the
foHow a dress code, or Thomas More College with a list not only of the best and worst public accuses them of using "divisive" tactics. The
article, said "good
because of its extensive Great Books program.
universities, but also which departments are article warns school board members to watch school boards "make it impossible for one
Other college guides provide rather useless radicalized and at which colleges. For example, out for recall elections and other tactics by
person to act unilateraHy."
statistics about faculty-student ratios and the at the University of Texas at Austin, the English parents angry over the public school curriculum,
The author bemoans the "worrisome" trend
number of books in the school library. This Department is highly politicized, but other especially if a school board has approved the of "many school boards" to implement opt-out
book, however, gets right to the heart of what departments in the school still attempt to teach controversial textbook Impressions.
policies, which require schools to provide
most parents want to know about colleges 1B A companion box to the story suggests "how alternative reading material if parents object to .
in a traditional way.
school boards can contain the damage" done by a particular book. Instead, the author praises
parents who are concerned about their children's the Dixon, California schools, which "drew the
Continuedfrompage 1----------education. The story urges that school boards line" by refusing to allow parents to opt out of
have both "sound policies for dealing with Impressions.
ill!
that parents' complaints are the "result of HBJ claims "there was never any intent" to
selective, biased reading" and that "scary or "produce a reading/language series that would
morbid themes" are "present" but "not pre- not promote traditional values" but admits that
dominant" in the series. However, the publisher
the series was originally designed for use in
asserts that scary stories actually have a "positive, Canada and "the authors of the series chose
School officials in Longview, Washington
Helmer said that she is angry at "being led
developmental" effect.h1a remarkable admission selections that would appeal to Canadians."
are tentatively planning to remove the Quest down the garden path" by Quest officials.
of the philosophy behind the Impressionsseries,
Parents feel that the series invades
curriculum from the town's elementary schools School Superintendent Grant Hendrickson
the HEUdefense kit states: "Librarians attest to privacy rights. The defense kit responds,
because they say the training costs for the agreed with Helmer's assessment of the prothe value of bibliotherapy,whereby children
"Questioning, asking for opinions, and drawing program are too expensive.
gram. "It's frustrating to get this far into it and
can confront and resolve their fears in a fictional firsthand knowledge from the student is not
Quest International, the developers of the then suddenly have the rules changed on us," he
setting."
invading privacy, Nowhere in the Impressions drug education program, had apparently origi- said.
As for charges that Impressionspromotes the series does it say the student MUST answer."
nally told the district that the school officials
New Age, witchcraft, and the
The defense kit reprints "What's Left After could develop their own teacher orientation for
The school district had experimented with
claims that, "There was never any intent by the the Right," a 196-page guide to defeating the course, according to Sally Helmer, Adminias a pilot program for the past two years
authors and publishers of Impressionsto promote
parents which was published by the National strative Assistant for Instruction for the district
its kinderga1ten-through-fifth-grnde levels.
any religious belief' and "there is no evidence Education Association (See EducationReporter, ffowever, Quest officials now say that the Some district parents had criticized the program
of sectarian influence in the series." However,
January 1990).
district must send each elementary tead1er and for not having a forceful enough message
the kit also states that "humanism and exisQuest-run traifling against drugs and questioned whether the
Janet Spalding, spokesperson for HBJ, principal to a three
tentialism, which are philosophies or lifestyles, refused to comment on the existence of this program at a cost of more then $375 per person. program would be effective at all. Quest has
have never been considered as religions," im- defense kit designed for use against opponents
The school district had planned on running its been under attack at many schools for some of
plying that their use in textbooks is admissible.
of Impressions other than to say, "We stand own training program for Quest because it these same reasons and because it uses a
Parents have charged that Impressionsdoes behind the product and we will be reprinting would not only have been cheaper, but also decision-making process instead of a "just say
not support traditional values or patriotism.
Impressions."
II would have taken only about three hours.
no" message about drugs.
II
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